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Reflecting on yesterday’s war as if it’s still today’s war: [part two]\ 

 

for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

By Goura Fotadar 

Date typed up, this part: 1418 

 

On personal experience: 

If the surveillance videos are  

Checked and compared the 

Personal reports and-or  

Reports can be  

Confirmed or not;  

And the ability to check  

Them to confirm  

Report has to 

Do with [12.26.17] 

https://gouravolunteer.wordpress.com/2018/01/02/reflecting-on-yesterdays-war-as-if-its-still-todays-war-par-one/
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Actual militia role 

Versus false militia role. 

But what of a connecting  

Actual militia rolewhere access to  

Certain militia (false m.r. with access to a.r. rights and-or false rights)  

Resource is 

Not pertaining to regular 

Job and-or accessible. 

A directive to militia  

Roles where such  

Necessary resource per case  

May be accessible; and accessibly used; then the perchance  

opportunity / that a  

Report in any form/form[s] 

is provided reverse 

Entry/ and exit out;  

A cue check for the the 

Match between the given  

Personal report/report 

At especially 1st call 

And the report collected heard 

By militia group accessible [sp?] 

Of/to something , a thing 

Such as surveillance 

Footage; creates a static state 
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Of the point in report. 

   What might be the worth of a static state? 

(1)-truth:  

you say your gramma is not that nice of an old lady; that she used to harm you with irons and she would 

again if she could.  

[theme: we need more reporting agencies through elevated collection system; perhaps adjoined 

together in different parts.] 

   If you had such ability to call such a reporting agency; and … aside:  

surveillance [sp?] (1) at the basic step; 

. 

. 

.  

report collected  

[i.e. how do we ensure who reports calling in has earned that ability] 

Sigma notation: earned report = efficacy no stealing || a hope for such vicissitude|| 

perhaps in count points  

Just thinking about it: 

If we break up each 

Potential report into stems  

The any species debutante 
That would be enunciated 

Or effectively enunciated  

We might ear/n the 

Ability to report  1: based on our near future stems, 2: now; why not too far into the future stems.  

   This in any case would be earned by qualifying the stems to at least schematic hypotheses of what is 

itself ostensibly significant and-or important in general? and maybe relative to reporting?  
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   In either or any case; how might you hypothesize: what is significant and-or important as a stem in 

reporting:  

-a ringer again: truth, and-or the equivalent truth: (think about locative significance, and-or 

locative, value) 

For example in whatever hypoxy is: [?] you call something or some service to create a report; 

and later as in magic: ther eis a location validation if even not connected seemingly to the 

reporting/ type service.  

such as in the cited: wolf, game ? [or however it that game’s story is spelled] 

Or whatever it’s called if in that version of feral danger: even those not physically close to you, 

would be able to come get you: in such type,  needing of assistance, and experience: danger, etc.  

 

12.28.17 

   Let’s say in the general case: you hear screaming in the street: and you decide it must be 

reported: You’re the person, who heard the screaming and instead of seeing if somebody else 

will report it either through a pass on and-or a waiting: you decide to report it to a reporting 

agency because they exist.  [basic safety and technological evaluations: which one exists now 

for sure.] 

 

You call the this reporting agency and you leave a message:  

[updated 123117] 

The message, sounds something like this:  

“My name is Ursu Tanner. I heard screaming on the cross street Dwight in Berkeley, CA. It is now 

9 p.m. I heard the screaming only a short while ago and it sounded like more than one person 

screaming.”  

 

[refracted in message ] time now [when heard message]: “9 pm” “short while ago” :  

9:00 p.m. – “short while ago” 

= approx. ... 9: 00 p.m.  

= time of real incident 

 

So, review 

time now = stated /reported time in recording/ message/ report – “short while ago” = reported 

time 

Real world check of closest now time to reported time  

  In that time zone pick at least one location or as many as affordability to: that match aspects or 

equivalents to aspects of the report description …  

And either do a/n [an actual] basic patrol at one matching location and-or assign, such.  

 

the stem approximation:  

Or the stems approximation:  

Earned reporting  
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12.30.17 

If the patrol?  

Results in either sustaining  

No [unjust, non-reforming] crime or controlling [this version as approximated] 

Crime to lessen it 

And-or to reform it to 

Justice followed as closely within a margin high like starting at 90% match of  

Instructions from report.  [i.e. what are the instructions from for example this made-up report] 

   If [actual, actualized and not fake] patrol is  

performed in match cognition not close enough at a second mat/ch of 100% level with no 

margin change; follows another version of stems; or a version of stems: and fulfills the previous 

two criteria [one or the other is fine] the caller has earned reporting rights; and can call in a 

report; without stealing  

   12.31.17 

  But all of this “stuff” almost aside which might be the stems of the call: (report left) [using this 

example]  

stem: name/person/identity called 

stem: location 

stem: witnessed scene 

stem: calculated and or witnessed internal time  

[and see what happens] 

 

In more detail, perhaps:  

Stem: 1 person called in  

Stem: a cross street, Dwight, CA. 

Stem: heard more than one screaming  

Stem: 9:00 – short while ago = 9:00 

| 

\/ 

Follow through with real-world check [how? Might you do this] 

 

Reference, Source Citation Text: David Finkel, Thank You For Your Service 

 


